Information about Version Summary

1. QuickSelect: New Structure of the Main Menu of your Central Display
2. Personalization: Comfort Exit
3. Assisted Driving View: Enhanced Display Options
4. Max Range: Maximum Range for your BMW
5. Route Optimized for Charging: Enhanced Functionalities
6. Eventline Next: Interactive Display of Highlights in the Navigation
7. Active Park Distance Control with Side Protection: Enhanced Collision Avoidance When Reversing
8. Charging Lighting Effects
9. Battery Pre-Conditioning: Enhanced Functionalities
10. Battery Pre-Conditioning: Can Now Be Configured
11. Intelligent Personal Assistant: Enhanced Visualizations
12. Digital Key Plus: Enhancements of the Functionalities
13. Navigation: Adjustments and Enhancements to the Display
15. QLOCKTWO
16. Intelligent Personal Assistant: Enhanced Functionalities
17. Adaptive M Suspension: Available in your ConnectedDrive Store
18. Active Blind Spot Detection: Acute Warning Now Also Available in Trailer and Rear Carrier Mode
19. Lane Keeping Warning: Revised display
20. Assisted Driving: Easier to use
21. Lane Change Assistant: Easier to use
22. Driver detection: Linking two vehicle keys
23. Remote Software Upgrade: Start the Install via My BMW App

Quality improvements:
- Recall campaign for programming the IFM control unit
QuickSelect: New Layout of the Main Menu of your Central Display

The structure of the main menu display in the central display is undergoing a fundamental change. The new main menu consists of two display levels. These consist of the vertically arranged widgets, which offer direct access to the most important information, and various layers in the background. Different content can be selected by swiping the widgets vertically and horizontally.

Note: A return to the previous display is no longer possible after the update.
Personalization of your electric driver's seat has been expanded to include entry/exit positioning on exit. The driver's seat moves to a more comfortable seat position for getting in/out when the door is opened.
Assisted Driving View: Enhanced Display Option

You can now display the familiar Assisted Driving View functions (e.g. Steering Assistant) as a visualization in the Instrument Cluster and Head-up Display.
Max Range: Maximum Range For Your BMW

By activating Max Range within MyMode Efficient, you can increase the range of your vehicle depending on driving patterns. In this mode, the maximum speed of your vehicle is 60mph and the drive power is reduced. In addition, active comfort features such as the interior climate control or the seat and steering wheel heating are minimized.
Route Optimized for Charging: Enhanced Functionalities

This upgrade streamlines charging with real-time station availability. This upgrade streamlines charging with real-time station availability and preferred driver options. It also highlights nearby restaurants and shops in the direct vicinity and shows charging station status on the navigation system.
This upgrade streamlines charging with real-time station availability and preferred driver options. It also highlights nearby restaurants and shops in the direct vicinity and shows charging station status on the navigation system.
Active Park Distance Control with Side Protection: Enhanced Collision Avoidance When Reversing

With this upgrade, the system also brakes when reversing for pedestrians whose current movement indicates that a collision with the rear of the vehicle may be imminent. Active Park Distance Control, featuring front and rear bumper sensors that alert you to nearby static objects during parking, and at speeds below 3 mph.
Charging Lighting Effects

When charging your electrified vehicle, the illuminated radiator grille is temporarily activated as soon as the charging cable is connected, and the charging process has started.
Battery Pre-Conditioning: Enhanced Functionalities

Optimized charging through battery temperature management by using navigation-based data.
Battery Pre-Conditioning: Can Now Be Configured

Optimized charging through battery temperature management by using navigation-based data.
The appearance of your BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA) is upgraded and expanded with new visualizations.
Digital Key Plus: Enhancements of the Functionalities

The BMW Digital Key Plus makes getting into and out of your BMW even more convenient. It now also includes a configurable contactless and automatic opening and closing function for the driver's door for your 7 Series/i7. The integrated collision protection also checks for obstacles in the door's opening area with this function.
Discover an enhanced navigation experience with expanded map contents in the Instrument Cluster, improved readability of alternative route overviews, and updated map colors for improved visuals.
Navigation: Adjustments to the Display

The colors used in the map have been updated for improved visuals.
The QLOCKTWO function is no longer available after the upgrade.
Intelligent Personal Assistant: Enhanced Functionalities

You can now operate other functions, such as the engine sound, the seat settings, or the Highway Pilot, via voice control. Functional optimizations are also being made.
Adaptive M Suspension: Available in Your ConnectedDrive Store

Your vehicle will be enabled for you to purchase Adaptive M Suspension from the ConnectedDrive Store as a Feature on Demand.
Active Blind Spot Detection: Acute Warning Now Also Available in Trailer and Rear Carrier Mode

Active Blind Spot Detection is now also available with the upgrade in trailer and rear carrier mode.
The display of icons in the Lane Keeping Assistant has been updated.
Assisted Driving function is no longer interrupted when the turn indicator is in use. The function is only interrupted if you perform a steering movement.
Lane Change Assistant: Easier To Use

With this new upgrade, you can also activate the Lane Change Assistant when the turn indicator is in use.
Driver Detection: Linking Two Vehicle Keys

You can now link two vehicle keys to your driver profile at the same time.
Remote Software Upgrade: Start the Install via My BMW App

You are now able to start the installation via My BMW App. In case of not Once all prerequisites are met, You will receive further info if all prerequisites are not met.
Recall Campaign for Programming the IFM Control Unit

Upgrade to address false notification of fuel tank leak detection.